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This report summarises the findings from the Track
Worker Safety stakeholder engagement workshop held
on 6th November 2020 for online participants across
the globe. The workshop explored the topic of track
worker safety, including what makes a track worker safety
options suitable, an exploration of the options available,
and challenges for adopting track worker safety systems.
The workshop was designed and facilitated by Arup’s
Foresight and Innovation team. This report gives an
overview of the discussions and key findings.
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Overview of the workshop
The Office of the National Rail Safety Regulator (ONRSR) and the Rail Industry
Safety and Standards Board (RISSB) have commissioned the Australasian
Centre for Rail Innovation to investigate world standard safety technology to
improve Track Worker Safety (TWS) in Australia. Arup are the delivery partner
on this project.
On Friday 6th November 2020, Arup hosted a workshop with RISSB, ONRSR,
ACRI and rail industry stakeholders to discuss the topic track worker safety.
The workshop participants explored the most important characteristics of track
worker safety options as well as took a detailed look at available options and
how to overcome barriers
to implementation.
Participants undertook the workshop activities on an online Miro board in
several breakout groups facilitated on Microsoft Teams.
This report summarises the workshop findings and will inform the development
of the final report for this research project.

Contacts
Dr Anne Kovchevich
Arup Australasia Foresight and
Innovation Leader
anne.kovachevich@arup.com

James Macken
Arup Foresight and Innovation
Consultant
james.macken@arup.com

Paul Murray
Australian Centre for Rail Innovation
Manager - Projects
paul.murray@infrastructure.gov.au
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Workshop Activities
The online workshop was opened by Sue McCarrey
from ONRSR and Deborah Spring from RISSB. David
Bainbridge from the Australian Rail Track Corporation
and Graham Bradshaw from Transport for NSW
presented on their experiences with track worker
safety solutions and the challenges for adoption.

For the first activity, participants separated into
their breakout groups to discuss what qualities,
attributes and features make a track worker safety
option suitable. Participants were encouraged to
consider the bigger picture as well as for their specific
contexts.

The remainder of the workshop consisted of three
main activities:

The second activity had participants in their breakout
groups exploring the range of options identified from
the literature review and engagement survey. The five
typologies considered were:

1. Exploration of the characteristics that make a
track worker safety option suitable.
2. Exploration of the track worker safety solution
options that are available.
3. Exploration of the challenges for adopting these
track worker safety options and potential solutions to
these challenges.

1. Vehicle installed devices that give warning to
train crew.
2. Work-site installed devices that give warnings to
track workers.
3. Sensors and devices that give targeted alerts to
both train crew and track workers.
4. Systems and methods that remove the need for
workers on tracks to undertake work.
5. Infrastructure systems and devices that
automatically prevent trains from entering a work-site.
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Activity 1

Defining track worker safety option suitability
In the first activity, the workshop participants broke
into five groups to discuss the qualities, features
and attributes that make track worker safety options
suitable. The teams brainstormed over forty
unique responses.
All participants then had three votes to allocate to
the responses they believed were most important for
option suitability. From the voting, we identified the
top ten responses.
The highest voted response, with eight votes, was
“fail to safety” meaning that if a device fails it will not
indicate a state that is safer than actually exists. It is
a device or system that is designed to remain safe in
the event of a failure.

The second highest voted response, with six votes,
was “simple to implement and follow”. It was noted
that this simplicity is from a users perspective
for operating.
The third highest voted response, with five votes,
was “usability and functionality”. It was noted that
this included an option being fit for purpose. This
response was equally ranked with “Meets SFAIRP
(Safety so far as is reasonably practical)” which
equally received five votes.
The remaining options that were ranked can be
found in figure 1. This collective understanding of the
qualities that make options suitable, would be used
in activity two when participants ranked track worker
safety options.

Figure 1 - Activity 1 response rankings and comments
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Activity 2

Exploring the Options
In the second activity, the workshop participants
familiarised themselves with the options under the
five typologies.
1. Vehicle installed devices that give warning to
train crew.
2. Work-site installed devices that give warnings to
track workers.

Typology 1 - Vehicle installed devices that give
warnings to train crew
This typology had seven options identified, all of
which were ranked. The highest-ranked option was
“Maintenance vehicle-mounted alert systems”. This
option had the advantage of an induction system
when a train approaches. The issues with this option
included a reliance on human skill, not trusted to
operate in isolation and requirements for specialist
skills in set-up to allow for correct distances.

disadvantages were that it does not specify exactly
where a track worker is, they should not be used in
isolation and it needs to be self-checking.
The third highest ranked option was “Toolbox
Spotter”. This option had the key benefit that it is
easily fixed but cannot work with longer
distance sensing.
The complete rankings for the options in typology
1 as well as their strengths and weaknesses can be
found in figure 2.

The option ranked second was “Train mounted alert
systems”. This option was described as working
well for congested construction sites. Its main

3. Sensors and devices that give targeted alerts to
both train crew and track workers.
4. Systems and methods that remove the need for
workers on tracks to undertake work.
5. Infrastructure systems and devices that
automatically prevent trains from entering a work-site.
The five groups suggested additional track worker
safety options that had not already been captured.
The groups then each worked through one of the five
typologies ranking each of the options and noting
some of the strengths and weaknesses for each.

Figure 2 - Typology 1 option rankings, strengths and weaknesses
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Typology 2 - Worksite installed devices that give
warnings to track workers
This typology had ten options identified, all of which
were ranked. Three of these options shared the
top rank which included; “Automatic Train Warning
Systems (ATWS)”, “ETCS” and “Smart Wearables”.
The ATWS option had the advantages of fail to safe
systems as well as sensors that were highly reliable.
The only disadvantages were that these systems can
be complex and expensive.
The ETCS system is a new option with track access
capability. Its newness to the market is its
main disadvantage.
Smart Wearables had no clear advantages, however it
was noted that this option is usually only suitable for
minor tasks.
The option ranked next highest was “Track worker
smart device applications”. The advantages for this
option were that they can be affordable and readily
available with how common smart devices such as
tablets are. Their disadvantages include that they
are reliant on communications and can have more
information to interpret that not all users
may understand.
The complete rankings for the options in typology
2 as well as their strengths and weaknesses can be
found in figure 3.

Figure 3 - Typology 2 option rankings, strengths and weaknesses
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Typology 3 - Sensors and devices that give targeted
alerts to both train crew and track workers.
This typology had five options identified, all of which
were ranked. The top-ranked option was “Blindsight
Device”. This option has the advantage of being
adaptable to all environments including tunnels and
restrictive spaces. Its disadvantages were that it can’t
be used on trains and there is limited awareness of
this system due to how new it is.

The second-highest ranked option was “Worker sign
in/out systems”. This option has the key advantage of
recording if workers are in a specific area but has the
drawback of being subject to human error.
The third-highest ranked option is the HALO system.
This option similarly relies on human intervention and
for the device to be actively used by workers.
The complete rankings for the options in typology
3 as well as their strengths and weaknesses can be
found in figure 4.

Figure 4 - Typology 3 option rankings, strengths and weaknesses
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Typology 4 - Systems and methods that remove the
need for workers on tracks to undertake work.
This typology had ten options identified, seven of
which were ranked. The highest-ranked option was
“Relocate equipment out of danger zone”. The key
advantage of this option is that it is an elimination
control that can potentially remove all risk of danger.
The main disadvantage, however, is that it can be
costly to relocate equipment from already operating
rail infrastructure.
The second-highest ranked option was “Remote
overhead Isolation”. The advantages of this option
included that it is a fail-safe solution, it can be
interlocked with the issue and cancellation of access
permits and it also minimises the need for driving
between switching locations. This option had no
clear weaknesses.
The third highest ranked option was “Segregation
of work from the danger zone”. The advantage for
this option is that it can be set once and the barrier
will always be in place. The main drawbacks can be
a high cost for installation and it may not always be
entirely preventative.
The complete rankings for the options in typology
4 as well as their strengths and weaknesses can be
found in figure 5.

Figure 5 - Typology 4 option rankings, strengths and weaknesses
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Typology 5 - Infrastructure systems and devices that
automatically prevent trains from entering a work-site.

The second-highest ranked option was “Absolute
signal blocking”. This option needs the track to
be clipped.

This typology had eight options identified, six of
which were ranked. The highest-ranked option was
“Train protection warning systems”. The advantage
of this option is that it is completely automatic and
has been widely proven to be effective in Europe. Its
only drawback, which applies to all of the proposed
options, is that they are reliant on a level of human
compliance and intervention.

The two options ranked equally third-highest were
“Worksite protection keys” and “Geo-fencing”.
Worksite protection keys need to provide a multilayered interlocking system. Geo-fencing systems,
similarly to other options, relies on a level of
compliance and human intervention.
The complete rankings for the options in typology
5 as well as their strengths and weaknesses can be
found in figure 6.

Figure 6 - Typology 5 option rankings, strengths and weaknesses
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Activity 3

Challenges for Adoption
In the third activity, the workshop participants
collectively discussed the challenges of adopting
track worker safety systems. The participants
suggested nearly forty unique challenges for adopting
track worker safety systems.
The participants then had three votes to allocate to
the challenges they believed were most difficult to
overcome. From the voting, we identified the top
five challenges.

The participants then discussed the top three of these
challenges and proposed potential ways to
overcome them.
The top challenge, with seven votes, was “Resistance
to change and organisational change”. Discussion of
this challenge focused on taking a people-centred
approach to implementation and using focus groups
with track workers to gain their input and support
for new options early in the process. Allowing track

workers to own the changes that are made was
suggested as a way to overcome resistance to
change and understand what is liked and not liked.
Trialling solutions and backing these up with data and
evidence of success are other ways to push back
against potential resistance.
The other equally highest-ranked challenge, also
receiving seven votes, was “Integration with old
signalling system”. The discussion for this challenge
focused on looking at equivalent functionality for new
track worker safety options and simulating the use of
other systems for a smoother transition.
The next highest-ranked response, receiving four
votes, was “People needing to know what was
available to manage the risk to track workers”.
Discussion on this challenge focused on having
a centralised strategy and consistency in
communication of success and failure of track worker
safety practice. Sharing resources widely and webbased platforms for sharing were also raised as
possible solutions.
The remaining challenges that were ranked can be
found in figure 7.

Figure 7 - Activity 3 challenge rankings, discussions and solutions
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Next Steps
The findings from this workshop will be used to
develop the final project report and options table.
This final report will integrate the findings from
this workshop as well as the literature review and
engagement surveys that have previously been
conducted by Arup Foresight and Innovation.
The final report will explore the identified track worker
safety technologies and systems. The report will
additionally include potential product options
and suppliers.
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List of workshop participants:
Adam Freed - Factor Safe Canada
Barbara, Barr - FRA
Ben Hope - 4Tel
Bill Plakias - JHG
Bob Pemberton - FMG
Brendan James - Aurizon
Brett King - Downer Group
Carolyn Boden - CPB Contractors
Chris Basche - Air Train
Colin Cole - CQU CRE
Daniel Blais - AHIB
Daniel Ellis - Arc Infrastructure
Daniel Upton - Metro Trains
David Bainbridge - ARTC
David Ward - VLine
Dayle Treby - PTA WA
Deborah Spring - RISSB
Duncan Steele- Aurizon
Garry Cummings - TasRail
Gavin Brooker - CMET
Grace Kennedy - UOW
Graham Bradshaw - TfNSW
Graham Tew - Monash IRT
James Brendan - Aurizon
James McMillan - Yarra Trams
Jesse Baker - RISSB
Kelvin Bradshaw - Aurizon
Lindsay Holt - Liang O’Rourke
Oliver Schenk - Arc Infrastructure
Paul Huth - Aurizon
Paul Lowney - Arc Infrastructure

Paul Murray - ACRI
Peter Doggett - ONRSR
Reuben Joyce - FMG
Rita Krista - CMET
Robert Duvel - Metro Trains
Robert Moffat - ACRI
Rubim De Moura - FMGL
Scott Cornish - QR
Sue McCarrey - ONRSR
Tim Maher - Bombardier
Tony Crosby - 4Tel

Anne Kovachevich
Australasia Foresight
and Innovation Leader

James Macken
George Quezada
Foresight and
Australasia Foresight
Innovation Consultant and Innovation Manager

Arup Rail Experts:
David Stuart-Smith
Janine Joannou
Arup Foresight and Innovation:

David Stuart-Smith
Arup Rail Expert

Janine Joannou
Arup Rail Expert

Anne Kovachevich
George Quezada
James Macken
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